PRIVACY POLICY
Privacy

This privacy policy describes how FiCoin protects and makes use of the information you give the
company when you use our services. If you are asked to provide information when using this
website, it will only be used in the ways described in this privacy policy. We reserve the right to
update the policy when we deem it necessary. If you have any questions about this policy, please
email us at office@ficoin.tech .

Children's Privacy

FiCoin does not knowingly collect or solicit any information from anyone under the age of 13 or
knowingly allow such persons to register as Users. The Service and its content are not directed at
children under the age of 13. In the event that we learn that we have collected personal
information from a child under age 13 without verification of parental consent, we will delete
that information as quickly as possible. If you believe that we might have any information from
or about a child under 13, please contact us at office@ficoin.tech .

What Information FiCoin Collects

FiCoin may collect personally identifiable information from Users in a variety of ways.
Personally identifiable information may include, without limitation: contact data (such as a
User’s name, and email address); demographic data (such as a User’s zip code, preferences and
interests); financial information collected to process purchases made from FiCoin via the
Website or otherwise (such as credit card, debit card or other payment information); and other
information requested during the account registration process. If a User communicates with
FiCoin via e-mail or any other method - the messages may be saved in our databases. FiCoin
may also collect information about how Users use the Website, for example, by tracking the
number of unique views received by the pages of the Website, or the domains and IP addresses
from which Users originate. While not all of the information that FiCoin collects from Users is
personally identifiable, it may be associated with personally identifiable information that Users
provide FiCoin through the Website or otherwise. FiCoin may use “cookies” or “web beacons”
to track how Users use the Website. A cookie is a piece of software that a web server can store
on Users’ PCs and use to identify Users should they visit the Website again. Users may adjust
their web browser software if they do not wish to accept cookies. FiCoin may use third party
advertising networks to serve advertisements on the Website. The cookies received with banner
advertisements served by these networks may be used to collect and build anonymous behavioral
profiles by these companies to deliver targeted advertisements and tracking referrals, and FiCoin
generally does not have access to this information.

Use of Information

Any of the information we collect may be used for but not limited to the following ways: 1. To
personalize your experience (your information helps us to better respond to your individual
needs). 2. To improve our website (we strive to improve our website based on the information
and feedback we receive from you). 3. To improve our customer service. 4. To process
purchases. 5. Unless you ask us not to, we may contact you via email in the future to tell you
about specials, new products or services, or changes to this privacy policy.

Disclosure of Information

FiCoin may disclose personally identifiable information at the request of law enforcement or
governmental agencies or in response to subpoenas, court orders or other legal process, to
establish, protect or exercise FiCoin’s legal or other rights or to defend against a legal claim or as
otherwise required or allowed by law. FiCoin may disclose personally identifiable information in
order to protect the rights, property or safety of a User or any other person. FiCoin may disclose
personally identifiable information to investigate or prevent a violation by User of any
contractual or other relationship with FiCoin or the perpetration of any illegal or harmful
activity. FiCoin may also disclose aggregate, anonymous data based on information collected
from Users to investors and potential partners. Finally, FiCoin may disclose or transfer
personally identifiable information collected from Users in connection with or in contemplation
of a sale of its assets or business or a merger, consolidation or other reorganization of its
business.

Security of Information

The information we collect is protected using industry standard security measures. Nonetheless,
no security measures can guarantee 100% protection, and FiCoin cannot guarantee that the
information submitted to, maintained on or transmitted from its systems will be completely
secure. FiCoin is not responsible for the circumvention of any privacy settings or security
measures relating to the Site by any Users or third parties.

Correcting, Updating, Accessing or Removing Personal Information

If a User’s personally identifiable information changes, or if a User no longer desires to receive
non-account specific information from FiCoin, FiCoin will try to provide a way to correct,
update or remove that User’s previously-provided personal data. You can do this by contacting
the support team. Additionally, you may request for us to grant you all information that we
collect about you. Please note that in certain circumstances, FiCoin may not be able to
completely remove a User’s information from its systems. For example, FiCoin may retain a
User’s personal information for legitimate business purposes, if it may be necessary to prevent
fraud or future abuse, for account recovery purposes, if required by law or as retained in FiCoin’s
data backup systems or cached or archived pages. All retained personally identifiable
information will continue to be subject to the terms of the Privacy Policy to which the User has
previously agreed.

